
E1H To Do List 

1. Finish outline 

❖ Edit your outline (use self-edit below) 

❖ Revise your outline 

❖ Submit final draft of outline to turnitin.com by the end of class on Fri. 5/10 
 

2. Start turning your outline into a PowerPoint.  

❖ Read “OD/B3 Rubric” on teacher page and “Visual Aid & Presentation Requirements” listed 

below on the next page of this doc. 

❖ See “OD/B3 Ppt Example” on teacher page. 

❖ Use rubric to edit and revise.  
 

3. Create MLA-formatted Works Cited page.  

❖ This should be the last slide of PowerPoint. 

❖ Include all and only sources used in presentation.  

❖ Use your source sheets, Purdue OWL, and notes/examples on teacher page for help. 

❖ Email final PowerPoint as an attachment to swhalum@psd202.org by the end of class Fri. 

5/17. Include your name in the subject.  
 

4. Update your outline with notes to help you present.  

❖ ADD TRANSITIONS.  

❖ ADD ANALYSIS. Share your thoughts on the evidence; connect it back to your thesis.   

❖ If you’d prefer, you can use note cards instead.  

❖ Remember, you should NOT read from your outline/note cards when presenting, so it/they 

should NOT be a word-for-word script. Rather, include key word cues to help you feel confident, 

stay organized, and jog your memory if needed.  
 

5. Done early?  

❖ Practice delivering your speech with successful speaking skills. (see rubric on teacher page and 

presentation requirements listed below on the next page of this doc) 

❖ Presentations start on Mon. 5/20. 

 

Outline Self-Edit Checklist 

o Use Times New Roman, 12-point black font throughout 

o Include MLA heading upper left 

o Include MLA header upper right 

o Single space throughout 

o Include creative, relevant title (centered, capitalized correctly, NO underline/quotation mark/italics/bold) 

o It does not read like an essay or script, but does include some complete sentences as needed 

o Use Roman numerals for headings, capital letters for subheadings, then numbers, etc. (NO bullet points) 

o Information moves from general headings to specific subheadings 

o Addresses all assignment components (intro, background/before/causes, the revolution/during, after/short 

and long-term effects, was it worth it/successful) 

o The argumentative thesis is clearly stated in the intro and restated in the conclusion (without repetition) 

o At least 3 supporting details for each main topic (includes enough related info for 4-5 minute speech) 

o Must include ample research-based evidence that is a mix of direct quotes and paraphrased info  

o All quoted/paraphrased info includes verbal citation that develops ethos (and avoids plagiarism) 



Visual Aid and Presentation Requirements 

Your visual aid (Powerpoint, Prezi, Tackk, etc.) should: 
- be logically organized (follow your outline) 

- be a minimum of 6 slides and a maximum of 12 slides in length 

- rely on images, NOT words (NO complete sentences other than necessary quotes) 

- be neat and easy to read (make appropriate font, layout, and color choices) – BE LARGE & CLEAR 

- be engaging (pathos - consider incorporating appropriate songs, videos, images, graphs, charts, etc.) 

- guide your speaking, but NOT be read from during your presentation 

- be free of grammatical errors 

- be submitted on time (each day late = - 1.5 points) 

- start with a title slide with creative topic-related title, attention grabbing image, and student name 

- end with MLA-formatted Works Cited slide (see source sheets, Purdue OWL, teacher page for help) 

- use rubric to self-edit 

Your presentation must: 

- be clear, concise, logical, and well-organized (Follow your outline!) 

- have a developed, interesting introduction and conclusion (with clear thesis!) 

- include ample, relevant research-based evidence from multiple credible sources throughout (logos) 

- include verbal credit for evidence to establish ethos and avoid plagiarism 

- include blended lead-ins and effective transitions throughout 

- demonstrate in-depth knowledge of main topics and details related to the revolution/invention 

- be a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 5 minutes in length 

- be well prepared (practice should be evident; see rubric for successful speaking description) 

- include a relevant, developed visual aid to enhance meaning/delivery of info 

 


